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Abstract Jupiter’s auroral emissions reveal energy transport and dissipation through the planet’s giant
magnetosphere. While the main auroral emission is internally driven by planetary rotation in the steady
state, transient brightenings are generally thought to be triggered by compression by the external solar wind.
Here we present evidence provided by the new Hisaki spacecraft and the Hubble Space Telescope that shows
that such brightening of Jupiter’s aurora can in fact be internally driven. The brightening has an excess power
up to ~550 GW. Intense emission appears from the polar cap region down to latitudes around Io’s footprint
aurora, suggesting a rapid energy input into the polar region by the internal plasma circulation process.
1. Introduction
Jupiter’s main auroral emission is basically driven by electrical currents acting to spin-up magnetospheric
plasma which has fallen behind corotation with the planet. This is the most steady component of the auroral
emission, although all the auroral features exhibit temporal variability on time scales from a few minutes
to 100 days. Two causes of the temporal variability in the auroral emissions and other magnetospheric
processes have been proposed from previous studies [e.g., Grodent, 2014, and the references therein]:
compression of the magnetosphere by interplanetary shocks [Cowley and Bunce, 2003a, 2003b; Cowley et al.,
2007; Yates et al., 2014] and changes in the mass loading and radial plasma transport on closed field lines
[Hill, 2001; Nichols and Cowley, 2003; Nichols, 2011]. Many recent observations indicated responses of
transient auroral emission to the arrival of interplanetary shocks [e.g., Baron et al., 1996; Waite et al., 2001;
Prangé et al., 2001, 2004; Gurnett et al., 2002; Nichols et al., 2007; Clarke et al., 2009; Tsuchiya et al., 2010].
Especially for the low-latitude aurora and main oval, which map to the inner and middle magnetosphere, the
mass loading and radial plasma transport are believed to play a more significant role in the auroral process
than the external solar wind, because of Jupiter’s fast rotation and large plasma supply from Io [Vasyliūnas,
1983; Khurana et al., 2004; Krupp et al., 2004]. The temporal variability of Jupiter’s auroral emission has been
observed mainly in ultraviolet (UV) wavelengths by the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE), Hubble Space
Telescope (HST), and the Cassini spacecraft. IUE continuously monitored the far ultraviolet (FUV) spectral ratio
through 1month [Prangé et al., 2001]. The monitoring indicated short- and long-term variability in the FUV
aurora from 5 h to 5–10 days which is suggestive of recurrent energy release in Jupiter’s magnetosphere.
Long-term observations by HST and Cassini detected solar wind-driven variability in auroral brightness and
morphology on time scales of a few days or longer [e.g., Pryor et al., 2005; Nichols et al., 2007, 2009; Clarke et al.,
2009]. However, some HST images indicated activity uncorrelated with the solar wind [Nichols et al., 2009;
Clarke et al., 2009], which were interpreted as internally driven auroras associated with the mass loading
and related plasma circulation [Bonfond et al., 2012]. Gradual mass loading from Io and related plasma
circulation inside Jupiter’s magnetosphere over time scales of 100 days are suggested to internally trigger a
progressive expansion of the main emissions and an increased occurrence of bright low-latitude emissions
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[Bonfond et al., 2012]. More rapid internally driven variations of the auroral emissions have also been
observed in the radio hectometric emissions [Yoneda et al., 2013].
The long-term continuous monitoring of aurora has not beenmade in comparison with auroral morphologies
and solar wind variations. The early monitoring by IUE provided the spectral ratio with a 45–60 min
resolution without morphology and solar wind information [Prangé et al., 2001]. On the other hand, HST
provides highly resolved imaging or spectra with a few exposures of 100 s during 45min visibility time of
Jupiter every 96min orbital period [e.g., Clarke et al., 2009]. Cassini’s UV spectrometer had a duty cycle at
Jupiter of observations with ~10 h duration every ~20 h [Pryor et al., 2005]. These observations have not
simultaneously resolved hour-to-hour variability and spatial structure which are likely associated with onset
time of energy release and transfer path of released energy.
Here we report the internally driven aurora discovered from the quasi-continuous monitoring of the extreme
ultraviolet (EUV) auroral intensity made by the EUV spectrometer Extreme ultraviolet spetrosCope for
ExosphEric Dynamics (EXCEED) [Yoshioka et al., 2013] on board the Earth-orbiting Hisaki satellite [Nakaya
et al., 2012]. The observations were made at 10 min resolution for 40 min out of every 100 min Hisaki orbit
over 2months from late 2013 to early 2014. The continuous monitoring is compared with the highly resolved
auroral imaging by HST and solar wind variations at Jupiter extrapolated from Earth’s orbit.
2. Data Set
EUV photons measured by EXCEED are reduced to spatio-spectral images with 1024 × 1024 pixels in this
study. The spectral range spans from 470 to 1530 Å with a resolution of 3 Å full width at half maximum.
The angle of view ranges from 180 to +180 arcsec from the light axis with a spatial pixel size of 4.1 arcsec
and pointing accuracy of ±2 arcsec. The dumbbell-shaped slit with a width of 140 arcsec was used for
observation of Jupiter during the observation period of the present study. The imaging spectra are
acquired continuously during 40min of every 100min Hisaki orbit. Figure 1 indicates an example of
imaging spectrum measured during the present analysis period.
The total energy flux of EUV photons is reduced from integration of 10min resolution imaging spectra over
900–1480 Å. The auroral energy flux is extracted from the direction within 20 arcsec from Jupiter’s north pole.
The total emitted power is derived by integration of the total energy flux through 4π steradian assuming
isotropic directivity of auroral emission. The exposure is suspended when Jupiter is eclipsed by the Earth and
when Hisaki flew through the Southern Atlantic Anomaly. Geocoronal emission lines at 1025 Å (H-Lyman β),
1168 Å neutral atomic nitrogen N(I), 1216 Å (H-Lyman α), 1304 Å neutral atomic oxygen O(I), and 1356 Å (OI)
are ignored in the photon integration.
The auroral total power is contaminated by the disk emission because of the spatial resolution of 17 arcsec
comparable to the spatial extent of the whole auroral region. The upper limit of the background disk
emission is estimated from the total power when the northern aurora faces anti-earthward. The estimated
value is ~150 GW, which is less than the total power ~450 GW when the auroral region faces earthward.
Figure 1. (a) Imaging spectrum observed by EXCEED spectrometer from 21:00 day 3 to 03:00 day 4 with an exposure time
of 91 min. Color indicates arbitrary intensity of the imaging spectrum. (b) Geometrical relation of the slit with respect to the
planet. The planetary disk is modeled by http://pds-rings.seti.org/tools/viewer2_jup.html. The dumbbell-shaped slit is
centered at Jupiter’s northern aurora aligned with the equator. The narrow region with a width of 20 arcsec covers the
northern polar region, whereas the wide region of 140 arcsec covers the dawn and dusk ansae of Io plasma torus. Dotted
line indicates Io’s orbit.
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During the coordinated observation campaign with Hisaki, HST took images of hydrogen molecular auroral
emissions at 1250–1700 Åwith a 0.08 arcsec resolutionwith the FUV-MultiAnodeMicrochannel Array detector
of the Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) using the SrF2 long-pass filter (observation ID: GO13035).
Fourteen images of Jupiter’s northern aurora were taken from 1 to 16 January 2014, while Hisaki continuously
observed Jupiter’s northern aurora and Io plasma torus. The HST images were reduced using the pipeline
described by Clarke et al. [2009] and Nichols et al. [2009].
There was no solar wind monitor near Jupiter during the Hisaki/EXCEED observation. We estimate the solar
wind variation at Jupiter using a one-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model by propagating the
solar wind measured around Earth [Tao et al., 2005].
3. Result
During the joint HST campaign on 1–16 January 2014, we observed a series of sudden brightenings and
decays in the auroral total power on days 4, 11, and 14. Figure 2 indicates the time series of the sudden
brightening measured by EXCEED. The error bar is estimated based on Poisson statistics of the auroral
source counts with the disk background counts. In Figures 2a–2c, the total power of the auroral emission is
modulated by the apparent motion of auroral structures corotating with Jupiter as seen from Earth. The
apparent rotational modulation is estimated by fitting a sinusoidal function to the time series. The residuals
Figure 2. Time series of the sudden brightenings on days (a) 4, (b) 11, and (c) 14 of 2014 showing the total power of Jupiter’s northern auroral emission at 900–1480 Å
reduced from imaging spectra with 10min integration time. The times when the northern aurora is facing the observer (Central Meridian Longitude, CML = 170°)
are indicated by blue ticks, and the times when the northern aurora faces the opposite direction (CML = 350°) are indicated by red ticks. The times when northern
auroral images were taken by HST/STIS are indicated by green ticks. The rotational modulation is estimated as a sinusoidal function P = α sin(2π frott +ϕ) + β with
frequencyof aplanetary rotation frot, time t, arbitrary initialphaseϕ, amplitudeα, andoffsetβ. This function isfitted todata (dotted line)withaperiodof9.925h (Jupiter’s
rotation period), i.e., frot = 1/9.925 (1/h), withϕ and β as free parameters. The time series during the sudden brightening (around day 3.9, 11.0, and 14.8) are ignored for
the sinusoidal fitting. (d–f ) The residuals from the sinusoidal function. The average and standard deviation of the residuals are indicated by dotted and broken lines,
respectively. Again, the time series during the sudden brightening are ignored for computation of the average and standard deviation. The red-framed intervals are
the period when the brightness is above the standard deviation with a durationmore than 2 h.
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from the sinusoidal function are plotted in Figures 2d–2f. The total power of the sudden brightening reaches
up to 210–550 GW in excess of the fitted sinusoid. These excess energies are 5–11 times larger than the
standard deviations of the residuals. The duration of the sudden brightening is estimated based on the time
when the excess energy is above the standard deviation for more than 2 h. The duration is constrained to be
between 3 h and 11 h as indicated by the red-framed regions in Figures 2d–2f.
The high spatial resolution (0.08 arcsec) observations made by the STIS revealed the brightening of each
auroral morphology around the sudden brightening seen in the total auroral power on days 4 and 11 as
indicated by the green ticks in Figures 3a and 3b. On day 4, the auroral image was taken in the end of the
sudden brightening. The low-latitude emission is expanded from the main oval down to latitudes around
Io’s footprint aurora. The emission is longitudinally localized with discrete structures. The power emitted
from the low-latitude region at EUV to FUV wavelengths is estimated based on the method proposed by
Gustin et al. [2012]. It is noticeably enhanced by ~100 GW above that during the surrounding observations
(200 GW). On day 11, the auroral image was taken during the sudden brightening. The low-latitude emission
and main oval are dominantly brightened simultaneously with a weak enhancement of the polar cap
emission. The main oval and low-latitude emission are remarkably enhanced by ~700 GW and ~500 GW
above those during the surrounding observations (200 and 300 GW), respectively. It should be noted that
the total power determined from HST/STIS (from EUV to FUV) is larger than that from Hisaki by a factor of ~3
because of the different wavelength ranges covered. The bright blob of emission seen on the dawn flank of
the HST image from day 11 is reminiscent of a dawn storm [Clarke et al., 2004]. However, it is located
equatorward of the main oval and is much more compact than a dawn storm, which is a strong brightening
of the morning arc of the main oval [e.g. Gustin et al., 2006]. On day 13, HST was taking an image much
earlier than the sudden brightening. The HST observations made on the other days when sudden
brightenings were not seen by Hisaki did not reveal any similar discrete low-latitude emissions. One
example image taken when the total auroral power measured by Hisaki was close to the base value, as
indicated by the dotted lines in Figure 2, is shown in Figure 3c.
The sudden brightenings occurred on days 4, 11, and 14 when the simulated solar wind was relatively quiet
(Figure 4a). A forward shock, which is characterized by discontinuous increase in the solar wind dynamic
pressure to 0.15 nPa and velocity to 450 km/s, was predicted to arrive at Jupiter on day 1–2 during the
observing interval as indicated in Figures 4c and 4d. The uncertainty in the arrival time at Jupiter is estimated to
be less than ±24 h, which corresponds to ~95% confidence interval, for day 1–17 when the Earth-Sun-Jupiter
angle was less than 25° [Tao et al., 2005]. Thus, we assume that the sudden brightening on day 4 was not
associated with the forward shock arrival. It should be noted that during the event on day 4 the dynamic
pressure was estimated to be ~0.05 nPa, which corresponds to the trailing edge of the solar wind compression
region. The dynamic pressure was 0.02 nPa during the event on day 11. Although this period is quieter than
day 4, one should also note that a weak reverse shock, in which the dynamic pressure dropped slightly
Figure 3. Polar projections of northern auroral emissions taken by HST/STIS with a spatial resolution of 0.08 arcsec
(the pixel scale is 0.025 arcsec/pixel). (a) Image taken during the sudden brightening detected by Hisaki on day 4 2014.
The projections are orientated with System III longitude = 180° at the bottom of each. The start time (not shifted for the
light travel time from Jupiter) and CML of each image are labeled. (b) The auroral image taken on day 11 during the sudden
brightening. HST could not image the sudden brightening on day 14. (c) An example auroral polar projection taken on day
13 when no sudden brightening was observed.
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from 0.04 to 0.02 nPa, could have arrived at Jupiter during the event, followed by a rarefaction region. The
rarefaction region continued with the pressure of 0.01 nPa during the event on day 14, which was separated
by more than 2 days from any shock arrivals (on day 10.5 and 17). The power of 550 GW, which is the largest
in the three events, was emitted on day 14 during this significant rarefaction region.
Enhancements in the auroral total power lasting a few days occurred in addition to the sudden brightening.
Gradual variations around days 10 to 4 and 18 to 20 2014 accompany large interplanetary shocks in the
simulated dynamic pressure and velocity after significant rarefaction regions (Figures 4a, 4c, and 4d). Their
temporal evolution is clearly very different from the sudden brightenings, and they are particularly noticeable
in the smoothed auroral power time series (Figure 4b). Based on the arrival time ambiguity of ±24 h, the
gradual variations are interpreted as emissions driven externally by compression of the magnetosphere, as
confirmed by previous HST auroral images [e.g., Nichols et al., 2009; Clarke et al., 2009]. The hourly continuous
monitoring presented here resolves the solar wind-driven and nonsolar wind-driven (or modulated) auroral
components for the first time, and shows that they occur independently of each other. From Figure 4b, the
excess power of the solar wind-driven emissions on days10 to4 and 18 to 20 is estimated to be ~300 GW
above the “quiet” emission level of 300 GW. This increase by a factor 2 is consistent with the previous HST
observations [Nichols et al., 2009;Clarke et al., 2009],which indicated the increase in the auroral total powerby a
factor 2–4 during the solar wind compressions.
4. Discussion
The sudden brightening occurred with excess power of 210–550 GW preferably when the solar wind was
relatively quiet. In particular, the largest power 550 GW was emitted during the significant rarefaction region.
The excess power of 210–550 GW is comparable to the auroral power of ~300 GW during the following solar
wind compression region. The observed auroral images suggest that the low-latitude emissions in the
Figure 4. Total power of Jupiter’s northern EUV aurora and solar wind parameters from day10 to 30 2014 (from 21 December
2013 to 30 January 2014), including Jupiter’s opposition seen from Earth on 6 January. (a) The auroral total power as a
function of day 2014 (day 1 is equivalent to 1 January 2014). Vertical black arrows indicate days when the sudden
brightening occurred on 4, 11, and 14. The times when northern auroral images were taken by HST/STIS are indicated by
green ticks. (b) EUV auroral total power smoothed by running median with a window of four Jupiter’s rotation periods
(39.7 h). (c, d) Solar wind variations extrapolated from those observed at Earth to Jupiter based on magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) simulation [Tao et al., 2005].
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postnoon sector, main oval accompanying the dawnside enhancement, and polar cap emission could have a
contribution of 210–550 GW in total. Our continuous monitoring implies for the first time that the temporal
evolution of these auroras is 3–11 h for this process.
The highly excess power of the sudden brightening suggests that substantial energy is rapidly supplied to
the auroral emissions during the solar wind quiet period. The multiple auroral regions from the polar
cap region down to low latitude around the latitudes of Io’s footprint aurora are enhanced accompanying
with this rapid energy supply. This implies a global change in any auroral particle precipitation processes:
e.g., the rotationally driven auroral current driven in the middle magnetosphere [e.g., Hill, 2001], electron
pitch angle scattering in the inner magnetosphere [Mauk et al., 2002; Radioti et al., 2009], and possibly
auroral current driven by the dawnside tail reconnection [Kasahara et al., 2013].
It should be noted that this rapid energy supply is also feasible not only during the rarefaction region but
also during the trailing edge of the weak solar wind compression and small reverse shock (see Figure 4). The
event on day 4 during the trailing edge of the weak compression region may be associated with either a
significant expansion of the magnetosphere or lie toward the end of an interval of enhanced open flux
production that might precipitate enhanced nightside reconnection. The event on day 11 could involve the
main oval enhancements during the solar wind expansion phase as suggested by Cowley et al. [2007].
The occurrence frequency of the sudden auroral brightening in this study is simply estimated as follows:
three dominant (days 4, 11, and 14) events within a 2week long interval, corresponding to a frequency of
1 event every 4.7 days. This is a comparable occurrence frequency to the auroral intensifications observed
during the IUE monitoring campaign, which were observed every 4–10 days [Prangé et al., 2001].
Recurrent magnetospheric disturbances over a time scale of a few days have long been reported from
previous observations. The particle energization in the tail region [Woch et al., 1998; Krupp et al., 1998;
Kronberg et al., 2005, 2007, 2009], polar dawn spots [Radioti et al., 2008, 2011], radio emissions from the
auroral region, and radio emissions from the Io plasma torus correlated with energetic particle injections
[Louarn et al., 1998, 2000, 2007, 2014] were reported to occur at a frequency of 1.5–7 days. Based on
Galileo’s in situ and radio observations, Louarn et al. [2014] suggested that the global recurrent disturbance
involves simultaneous auroral activation, formation of the radio emission source and particle injections in
the Io torus, and magnetic reconfigurations and radial flow bursts in the distant disk over a time scale of a
few hours. These studies suggested that the recurrent magnetospheric disturbances are related to the
“Vasyliūnas cycle” [Vasyliūnas, 1983], which is a type of magnetospheric internal circulation on closed field
lines driven by mass loading from the Io plasma torus, in which mass and energy are released via magnetic
reconnection in the tail region of magnetosphere.
Cassini’s observations of the Io plasma torus indicated the short-term variations in the sulfur ion line
emissions, which is caused by the hot electron fraction increase in the torus, following the sudden auroral
brightening [Tsuchiya et al., 2010]. This suggests that the hot plasma is transported radially inward, and/or
plasma is locally heated by consuming energy transported after the sudden auroral brightening. The plasma
torus heating simultaneously with the sudden auroral brightening supports their possible relationship to
previously observed recurrent disturbances and the Vasyliūnas cycle [Woch et al., 1998; Krupp et al., 1998;
Louarn et al., 1998, 2000, 2007, 2014; Kronberg et al., 2005, 2007, 2009].
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